Photographs from the Women’s Marches – January 2017

Thank you to all you contributed these inspiring images.
\[
\frac{2}{3} \text{ of Trump's wives were immigrants...} \\
\text{proving once again we need immigrants to do jobs most Americans wouldn't do}
\]
I didn't sweat and bleed in Afghanistan fighting for your rights only to have my wife and daughters lose their rights here at home!!!

REFUSE TO GO BACK IF THERE IS NO ACCESS THERE IS NO CHOICE
LIFE, LIBERTY & FREEDOM FROM GUN VIOLENCE

WOMEN'S RIGHTS ARE HUMAN RIGHTS
IT'S TIME FOR GUN SENSE IN AMERICA
Elders for Equality! Grannies remember repression.

We're descended from the witches you didn't manage to burn.
THE FUTURE IS FEMALE
I AM SICK OF THIS SHIT
Keep your laws out of my drawers.

Proud son of a bad and a nasty woman.
IF I WANTED THE GOVERNMENT IN MY UTERUS I'D SCREW A CONGRESSMAN
Finish What ALICE PAUL Started

I WOULD NOT WANNA BE THE GUY WHO PISSED OFF ALL THESE WOMEN

You're so vain I bet you think this MARCH is about you
Love is love, love is love.

Females are strong as hell.

The future is female.

The Devil whispered in my ear, "You're not strong enough to withstand the storm." Today I whispered in the Devil's ear, I am the storm!
I carry resilience en la frente

Science + Data
Trump = Defeat
Opinion + Lies

NO, YOU CANNOT TAKE OUR RIGHTS - WE'RE STILL USING THEM
DEMOCRACY

WITHOUT

CLITERACY

IS A

PHALLUSY

-after Sophia Wallace
I'm only an angry feminist when you're an ignorant misogynist.
Marching for pregnant waitresses everywhere

MAKE EMPATHY GREAT AGAIN
MY favourite POSITION is CEO

OPTIMISM is a WEAPON
DON'T MOURN
STAND UP
unite
free
Melania!
The future is FEMALE.
It gon' be CLIT!
DON'T TELL ME HOW TO DRESS
TELL THEM NOT TO RAPE
This is not a Moment
IT'S A MOVEMENT
REJECT HATE
& "RETURN" to "GREAT"
LETS UNITE
FOR FUTURE THAT IS
RIGHT
STILL I RISE

When my heart was still in healing
When my emotions played their part
You said I was not in the game
You were right, but I'll rise.
RESPECT OUR EXISTENCE OR EXPECT OUR RESISTANCE
Feminism is for everybody - bell hooks
HOPE will NEVER be SILENT
... i awoke and dug
that if i dreamed
Natural dreams
of being a
Natural Woman
ding what is Natural
Woman does when she's
(Natural)
i would have a
REvOLUTION

The Black Woman is God

MAKE CALIFORNIA
MEXICO AGAIN!
I DANCE!
Thou Shalt
Let Women
CHOOSE
-Falopians 20:17
Science is not a conspiracy theory!
"Just like moons and like suns,
With the certainty of tides,
Just like hopes springing high,
STILL I'LL RISE

Dr. Maya Angelou
"Still I Rise"
PUTIN

PEE PEE

PARTY
QUAL = rights = human rights!!
WE SHOULD ALL BE FEMINISTS
KEEP YOUR LOVE LIGHT ON! WE NEED IT!
I’m With Her

LOVE.
NOT HATE
MAKES AMERICA GREAT!
It is Patriotic

I HOPE...

Equal Rights for all people
Transparency Love
Protest is Patriotic
KINDNESS TRUMPS TRUMP!
En el país de los ciegos, un ojo de culo es el rey.
DON'T BLAME TRUMP - HE DID EVERYTHING HE COULD TO PROVE HE WAS UNFIT TO BE PRESIDENT

Call me a feminist bitch... At least I'm not Putin's Bitch
We March because a rapist gets a 3 month sentence, a rapist and still get asked what they are wearing.

We’re not just nasty women. We’re revolting.
Too many issues to fit on one sign.
SAME SHIT, DIFFERENT CENTURY